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In oil reservoir, hydrogen sulfide is produced by sulfate reducing bacteria which has nasty odour. The production of hydrogen 
sulfide is called as reservoir souring. It is a common problem during secondary oil recovery when water is injected to 

produce the remaining oil from the oil reservoir. In the presence of electron donor in injection water, sulfate reducing bacteria 
(SRB) can reduce sulfate into sulfide. For the control of sulfide production, broad spectrum biocides can be used which control 
the microbial process. Use of nitrate as a biocide, directly affect the SRB population growth by numerous competitive and 
inhibitory mechanisms. The mechanism of souring control by nitate and biocide have been evaluated from oil field simulating 
sand packed columns. In our study, to simulate the oil reservoir environment, four up-flow sand packed-bed columns was 
used. To simulate waterflooding, synthetic modified Colville Synthetic Brine (CSB) media were pumped in the column and 
columns was inoculated with produced water sample of oil field. When nitrate was added in the CSB media, souring control 
was reported at injection port but not at outlet port due to total consumption of nitrate at the inlet port, so that inclusion of 
nitrate inhibits the SRB activity in inlet zone. In our study, Benzalkonium Chloride (BAC) is also used as biocide in reservoir-
simulating columns in exclusively and combination way. BAC is involved in a gradual decrease in sulfide concentration. 
Continuous low nitrate and BAC concentration resultant was complete inhibition of SRB activity. Thus it was appeared that 
nitrate in combination with biocide is synergistic effect.
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Oceanobacillus sp HM6, a novel glutenase positive microbe isolated from human gut
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Gluten is a proline and glutamine rich, prominent dietry protein. It is largely resistant to complete proteolytic cleavage 
by the major human Gastro-Intestinal (GI) digestive enzymes. Partial breakdown of gluten resulted into ~35 aa length 

immunomodulatory peptides. These peptides activate T cell mediated immune system and leads to onset of celiac disease. 
Recently, microbial communities were identified to be closely associated with human body and playing a vitol role in digestion, 
health, immunity, etc. In the present study, a novel, glutenase positive bacterium was isolated from human feces. Phylogenetic 
analysis has identified it as a member of Ocenobacillus genus. The microbe was sequenced to decipher its genome with GS 
FLX+ sequencing technology. All reads were assembled into a sequence of total length of 3579109 bp within 209 contigs with 
N50 of 42610 bp and G+C content of 35.7%. Oceanobacillus sp. HM6 genome comprises of 3775 protein coding regions, 
(CDs), 117 RNA sequences and one CRISPER region. A 48% of total coding regions were classified into 436 subsystems. A 
prolyl endopeptidase gene was reterived and cloned in pET28A vector. The putative prolyl aminopeptidase gene was expressed 
and purified upto homogenity. The size of expressed recombinant protein was 49 kDa. The expressed protein show very good 
specific unit activity of 7.008.
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